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WARNING: You Are Trying Too Hard!... Copy The Exact Same System That Produced 2,000 Visitors,

600+ Leads and $314.00 In One Day... Without Any Help From Google! Never Think About SEO,

Backlinks, PPC or Fighting For The Top Spot On Google Again!... 100 Guaranteed! From: Rob Howard &

David Bullock Internet Marketers Date: Tuesday Night Dear Fellow Online Marketer, I ...hate ...Google.

Think about what you have to do to build up a nice income online with Google. You either have to... A.

Work for months SEOing your site, building backlinks, adding new content or B. Pay out the wazoo to get

good traffic from the almighty Google. Thats not all folks! For only another 20 hours of your day, you get

to... Spend several hours doing keyword research...managing your visitors, learn new techniques to stay

on top AND for some of you, still work a full time J.O.B.! And if that wasnt enough, you also run the risk of

all your hard work thrown down the Toilet because Google decides to up and change EVERYTHING

about how they operate... Google Is A Pain In The A$$! But what if I told you there was an easier way...

So, what is this plan about? Well, its about building a list... But This ISNT Your Grandpas Way of Doing it!

You see, an EMAIL list has leverage, right? We all know that. But do you KNOW many ways you can

leverage it? On top of that, do you know all the ways that you can leverage it to GROW? If You Do It

Right, An Email List Is Like A Money Tree...It Grows Itself! But the problem is, most dont know how to do

it right! On top of that, a lot of people are afraid to do it...and if you are one of them, please pay attention

to this: Im going to walk you, hand in hand in how to... ...Pick a product to promote, and do the basic

research you need to sell it well ...How to build a simple squeeze page and thank you page that

CONVERTS ...How to drive traffic that doesnt require anything from the Search Engines...nothing, nada,

zip! ...How to GROW your list by USING your list! I have 22 unique ways to do this...you will be shocked!

...No Keyword Research...No SEO... No Backlinking...No PPC... If you dont have a list, Ill show you how

to get on immediately... If you do have a list...Ill show you how to EXPLODE IT to enormous, ground

shaking profit levels... 22 Unique List Building Techniques That Dont Require A Search Engine This isnt

just about Ad Swaps...this goes MUCH MUCH further (I gave an example in the video of just one TINY

technique...) This is about leverage, and how you can quickly grow a list using the list and other free
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traffic techniques! 6 Videos Walking You Through How To Build An Email List! This is PERFECT for

noobs...no longer wonder how its done...I show you everything, from uploading your webpage to placing

the opt-in box... ...plus, how to pick a good niche, how to promote and sell your chosen product, and how

to grow your list from NOTHING! High Converting Affiliate Email Swipe File! A 7 email swipe file that I use

when promoting other peoples products. It contains the exact formula you need to follow to make tons of

money with your list! Waaaaaaayyyyyyyyy Over-Delivered! Ive bought other list building guides and truth

be told they were nothing new, in fact some of them were just plain boring. This is great though,

something I can definitely work with. For $7 Rob has waaaaaaayyyyyyyyy over-delivered. Ive subscribed

to his future WSOs via WarriorPlus. Nuff said. Austin Delaney ANYONE Should Stop and Listen... Hey

Rob, as with always that comes from you, ANYONE should stop and listen... Thanks for the previous

WSO and looking forward to seeing this one too.. Kevin And it Gets Even Better, Because if You Dont

Have Success, You Dont Pay! As with everything I do and teach, there is work involved. If you still expect

to grow your business by doing nothing then this course is not for you. Let me stress... it is NOT hard!

Nothing In Internet Marketing is HARD. So Please, Spare Me the Its Too Hard Speech Because it Simply

is Not True... Everything can be broken down into manageable chunks and then pieced together like a

jigsaw puzzle. I wont say anything more to try to convince you to purchase. You understand that this is

killer stuff. Regular Price $17.00 - Today $7.00 See You On The Other Side! To your online success, PS:

Ive done everything in my power to bring you this amazing video series. You have, at your fingertips,

access to the information which has taken me many months to figure out! PPS: Remember that you risk

nothing, because this is 100 Guaranteed. All the risk is on me... Get Access Now Earnings Disclaimer:

Whilst every effort has been made to accurately represent our products and their potential there is no

guarantee that you will earn any money using the techniques and ideas in these materials. Examples in

these materials are not to be interpreted as a promise or guarantee of earnings. Earning potential is

entirely dependent on the person using the products, the ideas and the techniques. We do not purport

this as a get rich scheme. Your level of success in attaining the results claimed in our materials depends

on the time you devote to the program, ideas and techniques mentioned, your finances, knowledge and

various skills. As these factors differ according to each individual we cannot guarantee your success or

income level. Nor are we responsible for any of your actions. Materials in our product and our website

may contain information that includes or is based upon forward-looking statements within the meaning of



the securities litigation reform act of 1995. Forward-looking statements give our expectations or forecasts

of future events. You can identify these statements by the fact that they do not relate strictly to historical

or current facts. They use words such as anticipate, estimate, expect, project, intend, plan, believe, and

other words and terms of similar meaning in connection with a description of potential earnings or

financial performance. Any and all forward looking statements here or on any of our sales material are

intended to express our opinion of earnings potential. Many factors will be important in determining your

actual results and no guarantees are made that you will achieve results similar to ours or anybody elses,

in fact no guarantees are made that you will achieve any results from our ideas and techniques in our

materials. This is a downloadable product. The graphics are for illustrative purposes only. Nothing will be

shipped - you can download immediately after purchase. License Terms: [YES] Sell and keep 100 of the

profits [YES] Host on your own domain [YES] Edit the sales page and graphics [ YES] Add bonuses to

the website [YES] Add to your paid membership area [YES] Sell on ebay [YES] Sell the resell rights [

YES] Sell the master resell rights [NO] Give away for free [NO] Give away as a bonus [NO] Add to a free

membership site [NO] Package as a bonus to another product [NO] Sell the private label rights
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